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ABSTRACT

A formal definition of the Einstein tensor is given. Mention is made of how this tensor
plays a role of expressing certain conditions in a precise form. The cases of reducing
the Einstein tensor to a zero tensor are studied on its merit. A lucid account of results,
formulated as theorems, on Einstein symmetric and Einstein recurrent spaces is then
presented.
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1 Introduction and Definition

The Einstein tensor [5] is defined by

This tensor is in covariant form

E R (1)

We note that Exjj — 0 which means that the divergence of the Einstein tensor vanishes.
This equation which is very remarkably an identity in Riemannian geometry is impor-

tant in the theory of Relativity.
Einstein's tensor has proved of tremendous importance for subsequent researches both

in Riemannian geometry and in Relativity. Hitherto, the tensor had been of interest to
mathematicians and physicists, and simply for its own sake.

Contracting (1) with gl> gives

E = R-^R

where we may call E the Einstein scalar curvature.
It readily follows from (2) that in a V4 the algebraic sum of the Einstein scalar curva-

ture and scalar curvature is zero, that is, E + R = 0.
This paper illuminates the virtue of the Einstein tensor in a consistent manner and

deals with its characterizing some Riemann spaces.

2 Einstein's tensor expressing certain conditions

We touch upon in this section certain conditions which are presentable in terms of the
Einstein tensor and Einstein scalar curvature in a much simpler form.

We note the condition [1] that any Vi can be mapped conformally on a flat V^:

This may be cast into a fairly brief manner by means of the Einstein tensor:

Eij,k — Eikj = 0 .

A necessary and sufficient condition [1] that a Vn for n > 2 can be mapped conformally
on (i) a flat V3 is that

Rij.k — Rikj +\(9,kR,j-9,]R,k)=0 ,

(it) a flat Vn{n > 3) is that
— 0 .

With the aid of the Einstein tensor and Einstein scalar curvature the conditions are
expressible in a concise form:

1
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(0 (Eij ~ \EgtJ)tk - (E,h - \Eglk),3 = 0
(it) Chijk = 0

where

C = Rhijk - \ { H

with
E

These structures considerably strengthen the significance of the Einstein tensor and
Einstein scalar curvature.

3 Zero Einstein tensor

In this section we will investigate the cases how the Einstein tensor turns into a zero
tensor and then furnish a good account of results concerning the tensors induced on a
class of Riemann spaces.

We may look upon the Einstein tensor as a zero tensor in a V2.
For a Vi [5],

gRtJ = —gijRi2i2 (3)

gR = -2R12l2 . (4)

From (3) and (4) it then follows that Ri3 - £g{j = 0. This guarantees that E^ is a zero
tensor.

With some facts now in mind we assert:

THEOREM 1 A necessary and sufficient condition that the Einstein tensor is a zero
tensor in a V3 is that the curvature tensor should vanish.

PROOF In a Vz the curvature tensor Rhijk has the form

ij + g,jRkk -

) - . (5)
This becomes, in virtue of (1) and (2),

+ gijEuk - ghjEik - gikEhj)

Suppose E^ = 0. We then have E = 0.
From (6) it is thus evident that Rhijk = 0.
Conversely, if R^k = 0 then (6) gives

- ghlElk - gtkEkj) - E{ghkgij - ghjgik) = 0 .

Multiplying by ghk we have

Ma + 9t3E - Eij - Ei3 - E{Z9%3 - 9%J) = 0 .

This yields E{j - g^E = 0 which agrees with E = 0. Therefore Ei} = 0, and our theorem
is established.



THEOREM 2 A necessary and sufficient condition that the Einstein tensor is a zero
tensor in a Vn (n > 3) is that the Rice I tensor vanish.

PROOF If £,-j = 0 then R{j = %gh. This amounts to saying that R = 0.

Thus we have Ri3 = 0.
Conversely, if Ri} = 0 then R = 0 which accounts for EX3 = 0. This completes the

proof.
We now seek a result that stems from a zero Einstein tensor induced on a projective

symmetric space.
For a projective symmetric space, we have

R (Rr

In order that the space has zero Einstein tensor the above one takes the form

Since in a projective symmetric n-space (n > 3) R is constant [2], we have Rhijk,i = 0.
An immediate consequence is

THEOREM Z If a zero Einstein tensor is induced on a projective symmetric space then
the space is symmetric.

4 Einstein symmetric spaces

DEFINITION A Riemannian Vn(n > 2} is said to be an Einstein symmetric space if
En* = 0.

The above definition suggests:

THEOREM 4 A necessary and sufficient condition that a Vn be Einstein symmetric is
that the Vn be Ricci-symmetric.

PROOF Let a Vn be Einstein symmetric. Then Eihi = 0 implies H,J(( = ~9ijR,i. This
leads to Rj = 0 and therefore Rijt = 0.

Conversely, if a Vn be Ricci-symmetric [4] then Rijj = 0 which, in turn, gives Rj = 0.
Hence Eijj — 0.

QED
We now give an enlightening example of an Einstein symmetric space.

EXAMPLE A projective symmetric space is Einstein symmetric.

We will content ourselves with establishing the truth.
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Contract (7)

whence we have

with gi3 to get

1

n —

Rkkj

\
V

0

1

n

[ 2 ] .

Clearly,

-£wt,/ =

= 0 .

QED
On differentiating (5) covariantly and making use of Rijj = 0 and Rj = 0, as outlined

in the proof of Theorem 4, we find Rhijkj ~ 0.
One therefore might be tempted to conclude: An Einstein symmetric V3 is symmetric.
We have next

THEOREM 5 The scalar curvature of an Einstein symmetric n-space (n > 2) is con-
stant.

The proof follows immediately from the first part of that of Theorem 4.

5 Einstein recurrent spaces

DEFINITION A Riemannian Vn (n > 2) whose non-zero Einstein tensor satisfies a
relation of the form

Eihl = atEij , (8)

where at is a non-zero vector, is called an Einstein recurrent space.
We name at the vector of recurrence or recurrence vector of the space.
We do not wish to go any deeper into Einstein recurrent spaces, but the fundamental

ideas underlying some simple observations are studied in this section.
Let us now quote without proof a necessary and sufficient condition for a Vn to be an

Einstein recurrent space:

(0 Chijk,t — atChijk = Rhijk,i —

kijk = Rhijk,l — <*l

being the recurrence vector of Einstein recurrent space.
It is noticeable that an Einstein recurrent V3 is recurrent.
This is demonstrated as follows:
We note that in a V3, as appears from (6),

Rhijkj = (9hk£ij,i + gijEhk,[ - ghjEikj - gikEhjj) + E



Let a V3 be Einstein recurrent with «; as its recurrence vector.
Then

showing that the V3 is recurrent.
Bearing in mind the property 7?tJ[; = aiRij by which a Ricci-recurrent space is charac-

terized we remark that every Ricci-recunxnt space is Einstein recurrent. But the converse
is true subject to certain condition, and this is illustrated by

THEOREM 6 An Einstein recurrent space is Ricci-recurrent if and only if the condition
Ri — aiR = 0, with at as the recunrnce vector, holds.

PROOF From (8) we have

R
- ~gi}) .

That is,

Rijtt — aiRi} = ^gij(R,i — atR) .

This proves our assertion.

We shall next devote some part to the emergence of theorems concerning the gradience
of the recurrence vector of Einstein recurrent space.

THEOREM 7 A necessary and sufficient condition that the recurrence vector of an
Einstein recurrent space be a gradient is that the equation R^jR^im + RihRhjim — 0 is
satisfied.

PROOF In view of (8) we set up

A similar computation gives

Eij,mi = dm,iEij + a

It therefore follows that

Eij,im — Eij%mi — {aLm — amj)EtJ (9)

which simplifies to
Rij,lm — Rij,mt — («/,m ~ am,l)Eij .

On applying the Ricci identity we have

RhjR ilm + RihR jlm = (a;,m ~ ^m^Eij . (10)

Now if at is a gradient then a/,m - a,rti, = 0. Consequently RkjRhum + RihRhjim = 0.
Conversely, if RkjR^m + RikRh

Jim = 0 then (10) admits (at,m - amj)Eij = 0. This
yields ajrtn — amij = 0. Therefore a; is a gradient.



THEOREM 8 An Einstein recurrent space has gradient vector of recurrence if and only
if the Einstein tensor is semi-covariantly constant.

PROOF The Einstein tensor E,j is semi-covariantly constant {shortly, sec) [3] if and
only if

EhkElJ^El}EhkJ = Q, (11)

EhjR Urn + EihR j[m = 0 . (12)

Since in an Einstein recurrent space (11) is identically satisfied it merely remains to verify
that Eij is sec if and only if the identity (12) holds. Recalling (9) and applying the Ricci
identity we get

EhiR
h

ilm + ElhR
h

jlm = (a,,m - amtl)Ea . (13)

Let ai be a gradient. Then from (13) we see that EhjRhum + EihRhjim = 0 and so the
identity (12) holds. This implies that Eij is sec.
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